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only mean that morale at places such as the Environmental Protec- technology agenda. But in some areas he has been quite outspoken.
Last week, for example, he called for a new treaty to reduce the US and
tion Agency will improve.
So far, McCain and Obama have set out relatively different plat- Russian nuclear arsenals, suggesting he would lower the number of
forms on science and technology issues. For his part, Obama has weapons even beyond the cuts planned by the Bush administration.
yet to give a substantive speech on science issues, as
And on 12 May he outlined a detailed plan for conClinton did on the 50th anniversary of Sputnik. But “There can be little
trolling greenhouse-gas emissions — the centrepiece
he has adopted many of the traditional Democratic doubt that the next US of which is a cap-and-trade system of the type he has
platforms, such as increasing federal funding for bio- administration will be
been advocating since at least 2003, when he co-sponmedical research and improving the jobs pipeline for more science-friendly
sored the first meaningful bill on that subject.
young scientists. He has put a strong emphasis on the
In the end, the main factor is not how Obama or
than the current one.” McCain
importance of technology for improving the lives of
feels about specific science-related issues.
everyday Americans and their access to government. And he has been What American voters deserve to know is how each candidate’s
remarkably successful at using the Internet to turn his supporters into mind works. Does he listen to a handful of ideology-driven advisers
active participants in the political process. An Obama administra- in making key decisions? Or does he look facts in the face and base
tion might well mean that more technologically savvy people will be his conclusions on all the available evidence? If it’s the latter, then
drawn into public life — and perhaps that more young people will that is the candidate who is in sync with science at a level far more
choose science and engineering careers.
meaningful than any immediate argument over research budgets or
In contrast, McCain has revealed few details of his science and competitiveness.
■

A flood of hard data

social scientists can collect detailed information on the network
structure of scientific collaborations and other social interactions.
And by allowing their subjects to interact online, researchers
Social scientists have a new handle on group
can do large-scale studies of, for example, the role of social interactions in opinion formation, complete with control groups and
behaviour — but its causes remain a challenge.
tuneable parameters.
very human being makes choices, takes action and is affected
It’s not an overstatement to say that these tools are fostering a
by the environment in a way that seems utterly idiosyncratic. whole new type of social science — with applications that go well
Yet in the aggregate, as the British philosopher John Stuart beyond the conventional boundaries of the field. There is sure to be
Mill put it a century and a half ago, human events “most capricious commercial interest in the detailed patterns of usage for portable
and uncertain” can take on “a degree of regularity approaching to electronics, for example, and the nature of mass human movement
mathematical”. A case in point is the analysis of mobile-phone data could inform urban planning and the development of transportadiscussed by González et al. on page 779 of this issue. It reveals just tion networks. Epidemiologists, meanwhile, will no longer be forced
such a mathematical regularity in the seemingly unpredictable way to work with highly oversimplified models of infection rates and
people move around during their daily lives (see also page 714).
disease spread: recent work has clarified how the transmission of
As remarkable as this result is — and it is still
disease depends on the precise structural details of
not completely understood — the research is just “The goal of social
the network of person-to-person contacts.
as notable for its methodology. Social scientists science is not simply to
For all their promise, making sense of these new
data sets requires a rather different set of statistihave long struggled with a paucity of hard data understand how people
cal skills than those needed in conventional social
about human activities; people’s self-reporting
behave in large groups,
about their social interactions, say, or their movescience — which may be one reason why studies
ment patterns is labour-intensive to collect and but to understand what
such as that by González et al. are so often connotoriously unreliable. In this case, the researchers motivates individuals to
ducted by researchers trained in the physical sciobtained objective data on individuals’ movements behave the way they do.”
ences. To some extent this ‘physicalization’ of the
from mobile-phone networks (albeit without access
social sciences is healthy for the field; it has already
to any individual’s identity, for privacy reasons). This gave them a brought in many new ideas and perspectives. But it also needs to be
data set of proportions almost unheard of for such a complex aspect regarded with some caution.
of behaviour: more than 16 million ‘hops’ for 100,000 people. The
As many social scientists have pointed out, the goal of their disciresulting statistics show a strikingly small scatter, giving grounds for pline is not simply to understand how people behave in large groups,
confidence in the mathematical laws they disclose.
but to understand what motivates individuals to behave the way they
The mobile-phone technique is simply the latest example of do. The field cannot lose focus on that — even as it moves to exploit
how modern information technologies are giving social scientists the power of these new technological tools, and the mathematical
the power to make measurements that are often as precise as regularities they reveal. Comprehending capricious and uncertain
those in the ‘hard’ sciences. By analysing e-mail transmissions, for human events at every level remains one of the most challenging
example, or doing automated searches of publication databases, questions in science.
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